Axon’s advanced drag-and-drop interface allows you to drag out virtual images and immediately provision and stand up virtual server instances in the cloud.

Axon can manage the virtual servers of multiple stakeholders within an organization, and each stakeholder can manage one or more Channels.

Axon drag-to-link capability establishes links between virtual servers, and Axon configuration services automatically configure database connections, web service connections, and other configuration settings between server nodes in the Channel.

Axon can incorporate plug-ins to communicate with various back-end EC2 cloud implementations, including commercial clouds such as Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure, or Government cloud implementations.

- Stand up and configure the equivalent of hundreds of thousands of dollars in hardware in minutes
- Application servers are scaled and available on demand to support mission requirements
- InCadence engineers can help virtualize your current systems and migrate them to the cloud
- Integrate multiple related programs and technologies in a single cloud infrastructure
- Manage virtual server instance security, patches and upgrades in a cloud environment
- Always run on the latest hardware with all of the redundancy and up time availability of the cloud

InCadence Strategic Solutions introduces Axon™ CloudChannel™ technology, a web-based advanced cloud management platform for managing applications and servers within Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2) environments.